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Cascana.
Customer
Engagement
Center
Advanced omnichannel platform 

for contact center automation
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Current
situation
Contact centers has traditionally been a main communication bridge between a business 

which offers a wide range of goods and services and the end clients who want to use and 

purchase them.

Therefore, the main task of business is to build these communications in such a way that a 

client who has contacted your contact center about sales, consultations or complaint is 

satisfied with provided service.

In today’s world in a highly competitive environment on the market, companies who 

invest resources in development of standards and quality of customer service achieve 

higher positions and results compared to competitors. Clients, in turn, are happy to 

develop relations with such companies generating them new income.
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Business
problems

Poor employee efficiency against high costs of customer service 

Developed by STORM Technologies LLC

Need for workforce scale-up with growth of customer requests

High costs for specialists training due to staff turnover and the need to know many 

disparate systems

Lack of data to analyze effectiveness of contact center business processes for managerial 

decision-making

Non-compliance and lack of common standards for customer service depending on 

communication channel
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Client
problems

Long waiting time in the queue before being answered

Impossible to use a convenient and familiar communication channel at any time

Each communication channel can provide a different set of services that do not solve 

the problem in the selected channel

Request cannot always be solved on the first try

Request context is lost during transfers between the lines / agents / chat-bot which 

forces client to repeat the essence of the request again and again
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Our product solves 
these and other 
problems due to 
wide functionality

Unified Agent Desktop "Single Window"

Intelligent assistants

Voice channel integration

Agent KPIs monitoring

Statistics and reporting

Quality management

Information security

Developed by STORM Technologies LLC

Omnichannel customer service

Marketing and sales support

Video call

Requests management
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Wide functionality allows to:

Display key client information in «Single Window» before request/call was distributed 

to the agent

Clients information

Apps bar

Maintain complete and single history of interaction with the client across all 

communication channels

Automatically search for information in integrated business systems based on the received 

customer data 

Automatically launch and authorize an employee in all integrated business systems 

when application starts

Send context of the request to external business systems

Integrate external business systems in "Single Window" (such as CRM, billing, ABS, 

WFM, 1C, knowledge base, etc.)

Display required information from external business systems

Developed by STORM Technologies LLC

Unified 
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“Single Window”
functionality

Allows agent to handle several 

requests at once thus reducing 

waiting time of client in queue

Multisession
Always allows agent to see key 

information about the client and

his request, as well as manage this 

request

Key client’s information
Allows to display extended client 

information consolidated from 

external sources

Tab bar
Gives quick access to al l  cl ient 

information that is frequently used

Client profile 

Includes a CTI panel to 

manage telephony 

functions from the 

application interface

Tool bar
Gives opportunity to track and 

see entire path of the cl ient from 

the moment of the first contact 

with him and instantly jump to 

key events

CJM
Provides full  history of cl ient interaction 

with abil ity to quickly switch between 

communication channels

Cross-channel chat
Simplifies and speeds up 

correspondence with the 

client due to  pre-prepared 

answers

Template answers

.
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Omnichannel
customer service
Contact centers cannot limit customer service to traditional communication 

channels in the time of new digital channels active development. Our product 

provides support for a wide range of modern communication channels such as:

Avaya, Cisco, MegaFon virtual PBX, SIP

SMS (smpp v3.4)

Email (integration with MS Exchange)

Web-chat (on site, account)

Viber (public accounts)

WhatsApp Business

Facebook Messenger

Telegram (groups)

Vkontakte (private messages)

Facebook (private messages)

Feedback form

By providing omnichannel interaction agent can at any time switch to the necessary 

communication channel that is preferred by the client. In turn, client is confident that 

context of his request will not be lost and he will not have to explain his question once 

again.

It is important that regardless of the channel of interaction rules for requests processing 

are the same. Request will be enriched with client’s data from IT systems, which will 

allow agent to handle the request with high quality and create a positive client 

experience as a result. Selection of communication channel
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Apple Business Chat (iMessage)
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Voice integration
Customer service via "voice" channel in isolation from smart IVR, voice and text bots, leads 

to loss of a full picture of client interaction with the contact center.

Cascana.Customer Engagement Center provides integration with your telephony system, 

giving employee the ability to manage calls in single interface of the product.

Integration with such voice assistants as IVR and bots allows using determined during 

interaction request topic and client’s attributes for further call routing to desired agent. 

In addition, allows transferring context of interaction between client-bot and client-IVR 

to the agent.
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Amid pandemic, businesses need to look for an alternative to face-to-face 

customer service.

Developed by STORM Technologies LLC

Organize a shared service center by transferring employees from front-offices to a contact center

Provide customer service remotely

Provide customers with unified service level among all communication channels

Reduce maintenance and personnel cost and much more

Make a video call from self-service kiosks, website and mobile app

Scan and exchange documents with an agent bilaterally

Receive agent guidance using screen sharing and much more

Expand company’s geography footprint due to the point distribution of the kiosks

Video call based on omnichannel platform Cascana will allow your business to 

receive following benefits:

Taking current situation into account, we offer a modern and secure channel of 

communication between companies and their customers – video call.

Video call

In turn such approach allows customers to:
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Requests
management
Lack of well-structured algorithms and rules for requests processing and distributing 

from all communication channels leads to incorrect assignment of requests and 

increased load on contact center agents. As well as it leads to increase of the waiting 

time in the queue and the time to solve client request.

Applied at the entrance to the "single queue" rules, algorithms and technologies at 

the initial stage can:

Filter out spam and "empty" requests, thereby reducing agents load

Properly distribute repeat and VIP requests, thereby increasing client loyalty

Fully or partially solve client request due to text or voice chat-bot

If necessary, distribute request or call to the agent 

Automatic prioritization and 
distribution based on the 

request context

Automatic distribution to the first 
released agent, taking into account 

skill and priority of the request

Automatic request closure in the 
absence of client response

Request registration in single 
cross-channel queue

Automatic request routing based 
on the rules with arbitrary criterias

Defining and assigning repeated 
requests to the same agent

Requests management rules can be adjusted "on the go" by business user without IT 

specialists involvement.
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Agent KPIs
monitoring
Motivation component of the agents work is an integral part of contact center 

productivity and success of interaction with the clients.
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Graphical statistics of individual and general contact center KPIs accomplishment is 

aiming at stimulating agents in order to fulfill their work plan. This contributes to the 

achievement of target KPI/SLA for the entire contact center and successfully effects on 

the clients loyalty and feedback.

ASA (Average Speed of Answer)

AHT (Average Handling Time)

ACSI (Average Customer Satisfaction Index)

Number of solved requests

Number of active agents

Agents time in current status and etc.

Monitored agents KPIs:
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Reports and
statistics
Contact centers have many business processes and targeted KPIs for qualitative 

performance and achievement of which constant control, transparency and 

completeness of everything that happens in the contact center is required.
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Cascana.Customer Engagement Center provides managers and supervisors with 

tools to control online work of a particular agent and load of the entire contact 

center. This allows to:

Timely notice a possible approach of a failure in the contact center work /

processing

Provide even load on the agents

Ensure compliance with customer service standards and SLAs

Plan resources

Prioritize requests and etc.

Developed by STORM Technologies LLC
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Day-to-day use of new products and digital communication channels in companies 

comes with a steadily growing volume of interaction with clients, which leads to 

workload increase on customer service staff and decrease in the quality and efficiency 

of requests handling.

Based on artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies dialogue assistant 

can significantly reduce this workload. In some cases, the automation of requests 

processing can reach 99%. Our "robot" has, but is not limited to the following 

functionality:

Integration with IVR, webchat, SMS, instant messengers, social networks, voice

Personalized communication with the client and dialogue support on free topics

Compatibility with speech recognition and synthesis services (ASR / TTS) from Google, Yandex and STC

Integration with external information and billing systems for receiving and saving such data as: 

services enable/disable, inform about balance, etc.

Files and media content sending and receiving

Intuitive russian-language interface

Visual designer for dialogue scripts customization 

"On the go" system training from dialogues

On-premise installation and much more

Intelligent assistants
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Marketing
and sales support
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Economic crises, pandemics and restrictions that are imposed by them force 

contact centers to adapt to new economic realities where businesses are required 

to do almost impossible: simultaneously reduce costs and maintain revenue at a 

consistently high level. For business owners transforming customer service 

divisions from a point of loss into additional distance selling channel is more 

urgent than ever. 

«Marketing and sales support» module contributes to achieve determined goals 

through to the following features:

Outbound messaging by text channels

Sales through bot by text channels on inbound and outbound 

«Seamless» join into sales channel by agent

Marketing offers for sales on inbound

Recommendations and sales scripts for agent

Full marketing campaigns statistics
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Client loyalty directly depends on agent expertise and provided customer service 

quality.
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High level of service quality maintenance is vital to existing customer retention and, just 

as important, attraction of new ones.

With tools for gathering and analyzing agents performance, our product provides:

Clients with ability to assess quality of customer service in the contact center 

Managers with ability to quickly and at any time control compliance with standards, 

regulations and KPI achievement

Control from point of 

engagement with the 

client until  cl ient’s 

feedback

Quality 
management

Service assessment 

given by supervisor

Service
assessment

Online dialogue 

control by 

supervisor

Dialogue
control

Monitoring of 

agents inactivity

Inactivity
monitoring

Automatic gathering

of  cl ient’s feedback 

Feedback

Online KPI statistics for 

every communication 

channel and every 

agent

Online
statisticsIf agent is unable or having trouble of solving client request then supervisor can transfer it 

to himself at any stage of its processing by the agent. For post-analysis of the existing 

situation, supervisor can inspect recording of agent screen in relation to call.
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Information security
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Leaking of your clients personal information and insider information about company 

activities leads not only to a monetary loss, but also to a blow to your company 

reputation.

System implementation in a closed IT-loop with differentiation of user permissions 

to applications, audit and logging of all actions in the system will protect your 

business from unnecessary risks.

Built - in SSO module wi l l  securely  

store user credentials

SSO Module

Logging of al l  user actions in al l  

applications and providing of 

information for incidents analysis

Logging

Access restriction to applications and 

attachments transfer settings wil l  

protect against data leaks

Access control

Files transfer through secure storage and 

antivirus scanning will increase protection 

against external threats

Secure storage



Implementation process

Request a demo to know more 

about Cascana capabilities.

Product demo
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Quick launch and deployment of boxed 

version in your infrastructure + effect 

assessment.

Boxed software implementation
Expand boxed version of the product by 

adding further modules: chatbot, knowledge 

base, feedback system, questionnaire system.

Increasing the capabilities

We will  gather additional requirements, 

recommend configuration and calculate 

cost.

Case evaluation
Based on Cascana it is possible to 

implement a design solution that fully 

takes into account all  needs of your 

business.

Customization
Support with respect 

to your needs.

Support and maintenance
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Provides ability to co-manage website page where client is currently located. To 

quickly orient client, agent can highlight necessary places on the page or take the 

necessary actions on the site.

Additional modules

Co-browsing

Accumulates,  stores,  manages and controls knowledge for customer service and 

sales staff .

Knowledge base

Allows customizing key events and corresponding marketing offers,  depending on 

the stage of the customer's l i fe cycle.  As a result ,  customers wil l  receive offers 

when they are most wil l ing to accept them which wil l  significantly increase 

conversion.

Event-driven sales

Allows creating a single catalogue of products and services by setting up relations 

between data attributes from disparate information systems. Catalogue allows 

automating customer service scenarios that involves different business units.

Product catalogue

Solution for quality assurance to create and manage feedback campaigns. It allows 

designing feedback questionnaires, configuring campaign parameters and launching 

schedules, activating campaigns and monitoring their status, generating and 

uploading reports.

Feedback

Provides functionality to automate dialogues with emulation of natural speech in 

communication. Depending on the topic automation of most typical requests 

processing can reach 99%.

Chat-bot

Allows carrying out marketing research of your clients: create questionnaires on 

various topics, customize survey scenarios (taking into account client's previous 

answers),  form a schedule and analyze results.

Survey

Solution for automating and improving eff iciency of  sales and customer service 

processes on outgoing cal ls .  Provides a comprehensive process for del ivering a 

personalized marketing offer to a cl ient in real -t ime mode.

Telemarketing

Developed by STORM Technologies LLC
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Moscow, 19 Leninskaya Sloboda

info@shtormtech.ru

+7 (495) 781-91-44

Skolkovo participant 

Microsoft Gold Partner

Unified Register of Russian Programs

THANK YOU


